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ajc.com - It's hard to assess Terry Fontano's ability as NFL executive because there's no track record to judge. I can't tell you how he's going to manage the salary cap, which is job number one for the Falcons' next general manager. No deals or free agent signatures to evaluate. Fontenot's
background in scouting in the NFL is on the professional side, not in college, so there are no draft picks to review. ajc.com -- it's the inevitability that makes Alabama different from college football's other top programs. Clemson twice interrupted Nick Saban's run. Auburn, Florida State, LSU
and Ohio State each had a one-off. But Alabama always resents that machine doesn't stop so much as stop, load and return to the production line to produce more championships. ajc.com -- Reports earlier this week said officials are discussing postponing Monday's College Football Playoff
game because of COVID-19 infections in Ohio State's program. The forces are quickly reasoned at the prospect of them delaying the game just because, AL.com, the Bucks might be without a position group. ajc.com - The Falcons offered something to almost everyone who watched them
play Sunday in Tampa Bay. They provided another loss to those fans who are encouraging the highest possible draft pick. Whoever's looking to fight from their Falcons, they cut the first-half deficit to 17 points in the first half to three at the end of the third quarter. ajc.com - The Hardman
stick is scheduled to play for the Chiefs in an NFL playoff game Sunday. He's probably Georgia's best wide receiver Georgia's come out in the last 20 years. That's a problem for the Bulldogs. College football's explosive offensive era requires excellent pass catchers, not just throwers, and
Georgia's absence is the main reason for their three-year college football playoff drought. ajc.com - Alabama twice held an 18-point stout against Florida in the SEC championship game before returning all but six points to the end. This raised the possibility that the Crimson Tide machine
would not be as invincible as it has appeared all season. After Alabama defeated Notre Dame in a college football playoff semifinal on Friday, it's time to wonder if an opponent can prevent the Crimson Tide from reaching another national championship. ajc.com -- After the Falcons faded in
Kansas City, quarterback Matt Ryan and interim coach Raheem Morris made it clear that the near loss to the Super Bowl champion was a sign that their team wasn't far from good. I made a similar argument a week earlier. I didn't do it that far away from Ryan and Maurice because the
Falcons are known as can't finish games. It happened again against the Chiefs on Sunday. And yet I still can't bring myself to say the Falcons should destroy it and start over in 2020. ajc.com - The Falcons are good enough to gain a big lead against even An enemy like pirates. They're not
good enough to hold it, and that's the point. The Falcons lost 31-27. They led 17-0 at halftime and were outscored 31-10 after that. The Falcons restored their 17-point lead with 11 minutes left in the game. They came back forward with a field goal, but you know how it ends. Bucks wide
receiver Antonio Brown ran for a 46-yard touchdown that got the guests ahead for good. The Falcons lost 10 games. ajc.com -- it's college football season! Normally we would hear stories about these games as a reward for winning teams and great experiences for unpaid players, but this
story is too high for this ridiculous season of COVID-19. College sports stopped pretending it was about nothing but making money and made all teams eligible for bowls that wouldn't include the usual fun times for players. ajc.com - Revenge was supposed to be the story of the ACC
championship game. Notre Dame beat Clemson in South Bend, when the Tigers weren't star quarterback Trevor Lawrence. He was healthy for the interaction and now Clemson could return to the Fighting Irish on Saturday in Charlotte. I saw the plot as too small for the Tigers. Beating
Notre Dame was about a big plan, not a grudge. Clemson is trying to win its second national championship in three years and third in five. ajc.com -- the Falcons aren't a good football team. That's why they're not going to the playoffs despite another offer available during the NFL's COVID-
19 season. I spent most of Sunday talking myself about the idea that the Falcons aren't half bad. After all, they've beaten everyone but the Saints in the last six weeks. The Falcons left for Los Angeles on Sunday and played against the Chargers without wide receiver Julio Jones and two
fives from their starting offensive line. But that's not why they lost 20-17. ajc.com - choosing games against the spread is difficult under normal circumstances. This season's many new variables have made it difficult. How to account for recess, opt-outs and players, COVID-19 disruptions,
and how many (or not) fans in stadiums? Not surprising, then, that some major statistical prediction systems have not been good with college football this season. ajc.com - Alabama and Ohio State are set to play the College Playoff game Monday night. A season played during a raging
plague will come to an end. Technically, there's still New Mexico's three-game spring schedule against opponents you've never heard of, but the last significant college football game of the 2020 season will take place in South Florida. We'll hear a lot about how just getting to the title game is
a win. ajc.com - All of Georgia Tech's weaknesses emerged in what turned out to be its last football game in 2020. The yellow jackets struggled to get through, The skinny defense was tackled and coach Jeff Collins raged against the match officials when his team was called up for a variety
of big penalties. Tech was flagged for three personal fouls and two harsh penalties during her 34-20 loss to Fit on Thursday at Bobby Dudd Stadium. ajc.com - Georgia managed 59 games against Mississippi State, not including squatting. Five of those plays went for 20 yards or more. They
were all passes by new quarterback J.T. Daniels, including two 40-yard-plus touchdowns. The next week the Bulldogs mostly kept the ball on the ground to bat in South Carolina. Daniels attempted only 16 passes with 10 completions, including touchdowns of 40 and 31 yards. ajc.com - but
the 21-16 loss to Saints required each side of the ball to be tested separately. The defense, coordinated by Morris before he replaced Dan Quinn, gave the Falcons a chance to win. Loaded with big salaries and a high pick in the draft, the offense produced three field goals on nine properties
until it finally scored a touchdown with less than eight minutes left. It wasn't enough. ajc.com -- everyone knew the defense would be before the offense during the rebuilding of Georgia Tech. Coach Jeff Collins is a defensive lineman. Moving from the triple option was, as Collins often
reminds us, a great effort. Give the yellow jackets time. After 20 games with Collins, that gap remains wide. Tech's defense gave a spirited effort in the .C. State on Saturday despite missing several key players. ajc.com - weekend forecasts is, of course, above all. My motives are pure,
selfless. I just want to be right about my choices, which are a public service for anyone who wants to pretend that this is all okay. My choices were 7-5 against the spread last time. I supported the Broncos before it was announced they wouldn't have a quarterback against the Saints (it went
the way we expected). I lost two other choices by half a point. ajc.com - Young improved rapidly with experience. I'm not sure about the muscle, but it didn't matter. Young was an All-Star point guard last season, his second as a pro. He's among the best scorers and playmakers in the NBA.
And now the Hawks have added talent around Young. The season begins later this month. For the first time, Young will play with more than one or two good veteran players. Here's Young's chance to show he could be more than a star game losing teams. ajc.com - The Ravens and



Cowboys played Tuesday night even though Baltimore wide receiver Dez Bryant got his positive nona in the COVID-19 while warming up on the field. The NFL said it did not cut corners with its contact detection program, which includes a strict requirement to track TV money and play
games no matter what. Weekend forecasts had a 4-5 record against the spread last week. It's only my second losing record of the season. - Everyone knows that, for going for two seasons, the lack of boxing score held Georgia back. But there's more than one way to make big plays for a
long time, Georgia's way of presenting good backs behind big lines that move defenders. It lacked an element in last weekend's offensive awakening against Mississippi State. The Bulldogs found it in South Carolina on Saturday night. thederrick.com - The Braves brought back long-overdue
draft pick Charlie Morton on Tuesday for one year and $15 million. The Braves believe he could return to form from 2019, finishing third in the American League Cy Young in voting for the Riz. A week earlier the Braves had signed Drew Smillie for one year and $11 million. They believe he's
on his way after a good season with the Giants. ajc.com - must our bread and circuses be so stupid? At least at the end of this fiasco we can make the least legitimate champion in the college football playoff era. In a development that complicates Dabo Sweeney's undying desire to play the
victim, No.3 Clemson (7-1) was one place ahead of Ohio State (4-0) in the preliminary CFP rankings. Committee members ranked BYU (9-0) no. 14, lower than three teams with two losses. ajc.com -- The Falcons should have felt good about their chances in New Orleans on Sunday. They
won three of four games with interim coach Raheim Morris. They'd come bye week. The Saints were without quarterback Drew Brees and replaced him with Taysom Hill, who was a gadget guy. The Saints didn't need trickery to end those good vibes. They just blocked, tackled and covered
better for a 24-9 victory. Hill didn't have to be great when the Saints were so going for them. ajc.com -- Quarterback J.T. Daniels was fantastic in his Georgia debut Saturday night. That's not surprising. Every good plan wanted when he was drafted. Daniels was seen in the role while giving
the O.G.A. attack a much-needed shot in the arm. The surprising thing was that the Bulldogs needed Daniels to be great. They found their quarterback at the same time their illustrious defense lost its way. COVID-19 and atte left Mississippi State with 49 players and the visiting Bulldogs
nearly beat the home Dugs with half a roster. Roster.
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